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TVL FOOD AND BEVERAGE SERVICES – GRADE 12 
 
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 
 
 
 

Quarter:   1   Week:   8   SSLM No.   1   MELC(s): Set the mood/ambiance of the 
dining area 

Ø Objectives: 1. Recognize the important considerations in setting the mood and    
                             ambiance in the dining area; 

2. Explain the proper action in setting the mood and ambiance in the dining 
area in a given situation. 

 
Ø Title of Textbook/LM to Study: None 
Ø Chapter: None Pages: None Topic: Key points to be considered in setting the mood 

and ambiance in the dining area 

 
 
 
 
 

KEY POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SETTING THE MOOD AMD AMBIANCE IN 
DINING AREA 

The food and beverage attendant needs to know how to maintain cleanliness, adjust 
air condition, and set decorations before the service operation the customers want the set and 
made to feel special. As a result, the right ambiance allows customers to look forward to 
enjoying themselves and will most likely encourage them to stay longer. 

A. CLEAN AND DRY FLOORS/ CARPETS 
It is always important to make the floor clean and dry to assure customers’ good 

impression and for their safety. 
a. Methods of Floor Cleaning 

 The cleaning of the floor varies depending on the floor type. To be secure, it is 
important to ensure the floor after cleaning or mopping is not wet or damp. 

A large of floor cleaning devices are still available today, such as sweepers, floor 
buffers, automatic floor scrubbers, and carpet extractors that clean virtually every form of 
hard floor or carpeted floor surface in much less time compared to a conventional method 
cleaning. 
b. Wood Flooring      

Wood flooring should be cleaned thoroughly wax. Determining the form of finish or 
oil has a coating used and their care is often important. 

Let Us Discover 
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• Remove the movable furniture to free the floor from obstacles. 
• Sweep or vacuum any dirt and fragments lose. 
• Mop the grain to the surface.  
• Polish the floor off with a soft rag to remove any soap trace.  

c. How to Care for Stone and tile Floors? 
Tile and Stone Floors  
• First, the soil or dust should be removed using a vacuum cleaner simply a broom. 
• Provide a specified floor cleaning solution or spray container.  
• Clean and scrub the floors using a mop, after spraying the tile or stone floors in a 

small area. 

d. Tips for Long-Lasting Washing of Carpets     
Carpets properly cleaned and kept are going to last longer.  

Strategies:  
1. Take off the dirt.  

• Set the vacuum to the correct height. 
• Start with a filter or a bag clean. 

2. Do it yourself (DIY) right. 
• Clean the carpet before it gets completely dirty. 
• Vacuum it very well before and after cleaning 

B. KEEP COOL WITH AIR CONDITIONERS 
If the air in restaurants is not properly ventilated, it can suddenly become” visible” 

due to its strong odor, after all, the smell of food being prepared cannot go unnoticed. 

How to adjust the air conditioner temperature? 
1. Turn on the air conditioner by clicking on the On/Off button on the front panel. Within 

three minutes the air conditioner begins. 
 2. If the front panel does not display temperature, press the Mode button until the 

temperature is displayed. Every time you press the Mode button the air condition 
beeps.  

 3. Press the Up or Down arrow buttons in the front panel to set the temperature. 
     The temperature changes by one degree Fahrenheit (1° F) every time you press the 

Up and Down button and the air conditioner beeps. 
Note: If the temperature is above the chosen temperature, the air conditioner will 

start cooling. 

C. Decorations 
Decorations provide a positive impression from the customer, especially upon their 

arrival. A well-decorated dining area well also adds appetite and affects the mood of the 
customers during their dining experience. 

Decorations vary depending on the theme you wanted to set in the restaurant to 
make it look attractive and presentable. For example, in your locality, you should set up 
your restaurant decoration showcasing the local arts. Also, it should suit the food, 
beverage, and services that you offer. Painting on walls, frames, different shapes of 
lighting fixtures, flowers, and other objects that make the environment appearance looks 
beautiful and elegant maybe set up. 
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TRUE or FALSE 
Directions: Write TRUE if the statement is correct and FALSE if it is incorrect. Write your 

answer on the space provided. 

    1. The décor in a restaurant should be consistent to create a harmonious 
atmosphere. 

    2. The cleaning of the floor varies depending on the floor type. 
    3. For tiles and stone floors, clean and scrub the floors using a vacuum, after 

spraying the tile or stone floors in a small area. 
    4. If the temperature is above the chosen temperature, the air conditioner will 

start cooling. 
    5. Decorations provide a positive impression from the customer, especially 

upon their arrival. 
 
 

 
 
 
COMPLETE ME 
Directions: The grid below contains various words that  are missing in the sentences below. 

Find and trace words from the grid that match the missing words. Grid the letters by 
encircling in one direction horizontally, diagonally and vertically. 

1. If the air in restaurants is not properly __________, it can suddenly become” visible” due 
to its strong odor, after all, the smell of food being prepared cannot go unnoticed. 

2. Clean and dry floors or carpets affect the overall __________of the restaurant.  
3. Clean and scrub the floors using a __________, after spraying the tile or stone floors in a 

small area. 
4. Decorations vary depending on the __________ you wanted to set in the restaurant to 

make it look attractive and presentable. 
5. A well-decorated dining area will also adds appetite and affects the _________ of the 

customers during their dining experience. 
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TEST OF UNDERSTANDING 
Direction: Answer the following questions to summarize what we have learned about our 

topic.  
 
1. How can the air conditioner temperature in the restaurant be adjusted? 

            
            
            
            
             
 

2. If you are a food attendant assigned to decorate a 5th Birthday of a boy, what theme or 
concept for the decorations can you suggest to a celebration that suits him? 
            
            
            
             
 

3. You are assigned as a food attendant in a Filipino cuisine restaurant and you discover that 
the wood floor, tables and chairs are wet. As food attendant, what will you do first before 
cleaning? 
            
            
            
             

 
 
 
 
 

Test of Understanding Rubric 
Category 3 2 1 

Ideas or 
Content 

Answers were mostly 
correct and 
demonstrated excellent 
comprehension of the 
topic 

Answers were somewhat 
correct and 
demonstrated good 
comprehension of the 
topic 

Answers did not 
reflect correct and 
good 
comprehension of 
the topic 

Organization Answers were very easy 
to understand. They are 
clear and concise. 

Answers were 
sometimes 
understandable but need 
to be more on point 

Answers were 
difficult to 
understand 
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